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Butler: Unarmed Descent: The Achievement of R. D. Laing

the

unarmed descent
achievement of R D laing
terrell M butler

the

response to R D laings innovative psychiatry has been
varied one american colleague of laing sees him as a brilliant
and sensitive paranoid schizophrenic another psychoanalyst who
is close to laing and familiar with his theoretical and clinical
work believes him tobe
to be perhaps the most original and creative
psychiatric thinker since freud 1 the intention of this essay is with
special reference to laing s first book the divided self to shed
light on what is original and creative in his work in particular 1I
would like to explore the importance of his achievement for three
related concerns psychiatric theory and practice intellectual history
and literary criticism

psychiatric

THEORY AND PRACTICE

A distinction that michel foucault makes in madness and civiliza tion between two characteristic ways of looking at madness can
lization
help us understand laings contribution to psychiatric thought the
first interprets the experience of the madman as a form of unreason
that precisely because it is unreason can be meaningful to other
members of society thus during the european middle ages the
madman could be seen as a sign of the beyond as a bearer of truth
from another world or as one who pointed in an acceptable way to
social and personal folly what is important in this conception is
that the madman was integrated into society at a time when reason
thatthe
thattie
and nonreason
nonreason were coherently related they existed for each
other in relation to each other in the exchange which separated
them the second way of looking at madness emerged in western culture during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when
the dialogue between reason and irrationality was cut off in contrast to the middle ages the age of reason interpreted madness
terrell M butler

phd

candidate in history at cornell university
ijames
ames S gordon
who Is mad who Is sane the atlantic 227 january
1971
57 in the second quotation gordon paraphrases his unnamed source
197157
is a
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as unreason that was without positive or meaningful content in
foucault s words madness was seen as a manifestation of non-

being A crucial step in the rejection of the madman as wholly
individuals was
other as radically distinct from normal
the categorization of madness as mental illness at the end of the
eighteenth century for foucault the effect of this view of madness
as disease has been to deny the voice of unreason to silence it invidiously from the perspective of a narrowly conceived rationality
to thrust into oblivion all those stammered imperfect words
without fixed syntax in which the exchange between madness and
reason was made 2 james gordon offers convincing testimony that
the interpretation of insanity as a sickness which manifests itself in
recognizable symptoms is predominant among psychiatrists today 3
laing s originality is rooted in his fresh view of madness he
wrote in the preface to the divided self that the overall purpose of his book was to reopen the dialogue between reason and
unreason and in so doing to make madness and the process of
1I wanted to convey above all that
going mad comprehensible
it was far more possible than is generally supposed to understand
people diagnosed as psychotic 4 instead of seeing madness in terms
of symptoms or as completely other laing believes schizophrenia
perhaps the most common form of madness in modern society
to be an extreme uncontrolled version of an inward migration
familiar to us all in its milder forms faced with a danger situation
from which no physical escape is possible one that might occur
say in a concentration camp the normal person might experience
something akin to a temporary schizophrenia in his attempt to withdraw into an inner realm that seems safe and at a distance from
what threatens him but in the case of people who are perpetually
unsure of themselves as real alive whole or autonomous beings
this dissociation of self is not a temporary easily reversed reaction
to a specific and limited moment of danger rather it is an ongoing
too often irreversible way of approaching all situations because all
or nearly all situations are seen as threatening to the very existence
and being of such ontologically insecure individuals
As the ontologically insecure person withdraws into his inner
fantasy world a world that promises to be a realm of transcendence
michei foucault madness and civilization trans richard howard new york
michel
lionel
new american library 1967 pp
ap x 100
gordon who Is mad pp
ap 5056
jean paul sartre between existential50 56 cf jeanpaul
ism and marxism trans john mathews new york pantheon books 1974 p 204
ar
R D laing the divided self an existential study in sanity and madness
4r
baltimore penguin books 1965

pp
ap 9 11
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and freedom the unembodied self establishes itself as an abstracted
non involved observer and repudiates the actions of the
str acted noninvolved
outer false self system the inner self comes to regard these actions
mechnical alien attempt to conform to the demands
as a purely technical
of the exterior world but unnourished by outer reality alone and
isolated in an inner nothingness the unembodied self becomes
increasingly infused with fear hostility despair and a sense of its
own nonbeing As a result of the individual s confused need to
come out
to emerge undisguised in the world and his
simultaneous terror of doing so multiple splits may occur in the
already divided self ultimately this posture of self defense proves
impossible to maintain the longer the inner self remains aloof and
abstracted in its effort to escape annihilation the more empty
phantasticized and chaotic it becomes according to laing the
passage from the sane or schizoid condition in which the individual
has made a temporarily successful adjustment to reality on the
basis of this split between inner and outer experience to the psychotic or schizophrenic state may occur gradually even imperceptibly but the transition may also be sudden dramatic and shocking
should the unembodied self begin to want overwhelmingly to escape from its shut upness to end the pretense to be honest to reveal
and declare and let itself be known without provocation one may
be witness to the onset of an acute psychosis though outwardly
sane such a person has been becoming progressively insane inside 5
one of the remarkable features of laing s phenomenology of
psychopathology
madness is the lucidity with which it shows how psychopathology
anded
inded us
has rem
is related to normal everyday life As foucault his
reminded
freud was a pioneer in his conscious attempt to demonstrate the
passage from mental health to psychosis to be a gradual one he
temporarily restored in medical thought the possibility of a diashail see that laing lets unreason
shali
logue with unreason 6 but we shall
speak for itself even more clearly and convincingly than freud did
beginning with an existential condition ontological insecurity
and a typical response to it schizoid withdrawal and playacting
that cannot be completely foreign and may be all too familiar
to his readers laing leads them into the chaotic anguished world
of the schizophrenic he exposes them to a view of this world allows them to feel its texture glimpse its meaning he lets them
grasp the unfamiliar in terms of the familiar and thereby sense the
laing divided self p 147
foucault madness and civilization p 162
213
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links between ordinary sane experience and madness this in
spite of the fact that as laing is careful to point out the heart of the
schizophrenic s experience must remain inexplicable to the normal
person 7 the divided self thus becomes a mirror in which many
readers can hardly avoid seeing themselves the mingled feelings
of illumination and uneasiness we are left with after reading
laing s book attest to the effectiveness of his language categories
and overall approach
laing succeeds in reestablishing existential as well as conceptual
ties with the madman in the introductory pages of the divided
self laing insists that psychotherapy must be genuinely compassi
sionate
onate he argues that to view schizophrenics either as configurations of biological it processes or as automata made up of
functional parts is fundamentally mistaken seeing people as animals
reifying
or things instead of persons is a reif
ying approach to psychotherapy
which reflects the same contradictory inhumane conditions the
lack of acceptance from which the schizophrenic is trying to escape
at best such an approach may prevent the psychiatrist from understanding or helping his patients at worst it may intensify the
patients fears and frustrations psychiatry then becomes seij
seif con
self
tradictory and seij
self defeating in a very full and destructive sense
seif
finally this kind of psychiatry reveals itself for what it is namely
a means of self protection in the face of perception
perceptionss and behavior
the analyst is afraid to admit as human and therefore potentially
his own freud for laing the greatest psychopathologist used
theoretical structures in this self protective manner freud was
a hero who descended to the underworld
and there encountered stark terrors but he carried with him his theory as a
medusa s head which turned these terrors to stone laing wants
to understand the schizophrenic s universe without using a theory
that is in some measure an instrument of defense according to
laing the therapist must learn to see his
patients as agents instead
hispatients
of objects ie in terms of their own unique perspective on
reality their fears hopes desires abilities and limitations he
must try to enter into the world of the schizophrenic and see that
world in its unity and richness therapy for laing is a manifestation
of love rather than a bludgeon or a set of barriers a form
of empathy in the presence of which the schizophrenic because
he is to a significant degree understood ceases to be merely a
schizophrenic and becomes a special person often the task of the
laing divided self p

179
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try to make contact with the original self
tryto
therapist is simply to gryto
of the individual and nurse it back to life 8 thus laing s primary
goal as a psychoanalyst is to insure that the voyage of discovery into self will be a healing process through which the
9
be
is
and
he
in actual
which
guarded
during
guided
may
person
practice laing s methods have led to a relatively small but signifirevolutions
microrevolutions
deep structure
cant number of what he calls micro
personality changes in mental hospitals in individual therapy and
in communal experiments like kingsley hall near london 01o0
on the levels of description and analysis then as well as on
the level of therapy laing has tried to be consistent with what
rson or
person
might be termed a first person as opposed to a third pe
reif
on the schizoreifying
ying view of schizophrenia a view that focuses onthe
anthe
phrenic s own experience of himself and the world and attempts
to understand him in terms of his fears hopes desires abilities
and limitations rather than by means of elaborate theoretical
models one result of this first person approach is a conceptual
framework laing refuses to call the ideas elaborated in the divided self a theory that has greater explanatory power in some respects than freud s model the case study examples in the divided
self show laing able to come to grips with most if not all classes of
psychic phenomena that freud successfully explained with neurotic anxiety dreams para
phabias
praxes and phobias
parapraxes
ph obias for example as
parapraxis
well as with acute psychosis on the other hand for freud and
Freud ians as well narcissism always remained
for contemporary freudians
problematical and not fully worked into his theory 11 toward the
on the success of his
end of his life freud noted that one limitation yon
ion
methods was the form of the illness he added that narcissism
was unsuitable to a greater or lesser extent and did not readily
lend itself to effective treatment by psychoanalysis 12 laing how
ibid pp
bid
ap 15859
158 59 25 cf this passage from the divided self
the personalities of doctor and psychotic no less than the personalities of expositor of a text
its
and insl
itsl author do not stand opposed to each other as two external facts that do
not meet and cannot be compared like the expositor the therapist must have the
dle
die
plasticity to transpose himself into another strange and even alien view of the world
in this act he draws on his own psychotic possibilities without forgoing his sanity
only thus can he arrive at an understanding of the patients existential position
by understanding 1I do not mean a purely intellectual process for understanding
one might say love
what is necessary though not enough is a capacity to know
p 34
how the patient is experiencing himself and the world including oneself
quoted in gordon who Is mad p 56
pp 6264
62 64
62 66 see especially the case of mary barnes on ap
pp 6266
ibid ap
charles brenner an elementary textbook of psychoanalysis garden city new
york anchor pressdoubleday
ap 98
Press Doubleday 1974 pp
99
9899
sigmund freud new introductory lectures on psychoanalysis trans james
strachey new york W W norton 1913
193 p 155
195
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ever argues that excessive self consciousness grows out of the ontologically insecure person s paradoxical need both to assure himself
that he exists by seeing himself in the consciousness of another
person and to be aware of himself as always exposed to danger just
by virtue of his being looked at by others narcissism is often in
laing s conceptual scheme a tactic adopted by the schizoid individual to save himself from annihilation 13 it is interesting that freud
who tended to analyze patients from afar and from the point of
view of symptoms libido flow and mechanistic analogies was unable to give a satisfactory account of this experience of self
absorption that can be shown to be comprehensible in terms of
laing s first person perspective on madness
A further result of his first person approach is what it reveals
about the ideological function of conventional psychoanalysis 1 I
am using ideology here in the sense given the concept by marx
and engels in the german ideology where they define it as a
rationalization or series of rationalizations which represent the
dominant interests in society as the common interests according to
marx and engels the prevailing class will give its ideas the form
of universality and represent them as the only rational universally
valid ones 14 in particular ideas or lifestyles
life styles that threaten established society by exposing its weaknesses are not recognized as either
rational or meaningful by dominant groups
for laing most contemporary psychiatry fills an ideological role it isolates individuals
who cannot adjust to the existing social order in mental hospitals
where conditions are often intolerable and reintegrates mental patients into society by imposing on them accepted social values
psychiatry says laing could be and some psychiatrists are on
the side of transcendence of genuine freedom and of true human
growth but he continues
psychiatry can so easily be a technique of brainwashing of inducing behavior that is adjusted by preferably noninjurious
non injurious
1I would wish to emphasize that our
torture
normal
adjusted state is too often the abdication of ecstasy the betrayal
of our true potentialities that many of us are only too successful
in acquiring a false self system to adapt to false realities 15

laing divided self ap
pp 108
12
10812

although laing denies that schizoid self
scrutiny is narcissistic autoeroticism is a prominent feature of self scrutiny in the
clinical examples he discusses see especially the cases of mrs R david and peter
in divided self pp
ap 111
57 72
73 123
7273
ill
lii
lil
ili
karl marx and frederick engels from the german ideology in writings of the
young marx on philosophy and society ed and trans loyd D easton and kurt H
guddat new york anchor books 1967 p 439
laing divided self p 12
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is saying here is that psychiatry by denying the truth of
the schizophrenic s inner experience and requiring outward compliance with existing conditions merely reinforces or reinstitutes the
original schizoid split psychiatric rehabilitation is a means of
orienting people to and maintaining the status quo in a nightmarish
manner this is a judgment in which edmund leach for one
concurs

what he

we

claim of course that our mental hospitals and our approved
schools are intended to cure the sick and delinquent but cure
in this context simply means compelling the unorthodox to conform
to conventional notions of normality cure is the imposition of
discipline by force it is the maintenance of the values of the
existing order against threats which arise from its own internal
contradictions 16

understood this way the wisdom of psychiatry turns into a
form of unwisdom indeed laing s thought leads to a reversal of
old values in which mad implies something more sane and real
more sane because the schizoid experience is at
than normal
least initially true to human needs and hopes in its instinctive withdrawal from what is perceived as a hostile outer reality and more
real because madness grants special value to a private inner world
too often either neglected in psychiatric treatment andor forced
into artificial compliance with exterior requirements
here 1I would like to offer a criticism of this aspect of laing s
argument for laing as for foucault conventional psychiatry is an
ideological means of categorizing certain individuals and experiences
thein without
insane or unreal and thereby rejectingthein
rejecting them
as sick
having understood them but laing s thought to the degree that it
lacks conceptual tools for adequately analyzing contemporary society
is like the ideology he opposes in at least one important sense in
the divided self and the politics of experience he is willing to
say that in many respects modern society is itself sick mad and
grotesquely untrue to human needs we are born into a world
where alienation awaits us we are potentially men but are in an
alienated state and this state is not simply a natural system alienation as our present destiny is achieved only by outrageous violence
17 yet
beings
on
human
although he
beings
by
human
perpetuated
tries in other books to document the sources of schizophrenia in the
new york oxford university press
edmund leach A runaway world
ap 3536
35 36
1968 pp
R D laing the politics of experience new york ballantine books 1967
p 13
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family and in interpersonal relations sanity madness and the
family self and others and knots his interpretive framework is
sociologically weak it is not up to a theoretically satisfying or conceptually interesting critique of social institutions and their relationship to madness what he does seem to be able to say in this area
is that there are schizophrenogenic families and interpersonal
situations in which confused conflicting and hostile expectations
threaten some persons drastically and ultimately bring about radical
dissociations of self 18 but beyond this laing gives us no idea of
what might be the exact nature and source of social pathology in
today s world or of structural changes that could be made to overcome modern man s alienation instead we are left with variations
on a theme the accusation that society has somehow gone mad

intellectual

HISTORY

but we have seen that laing succeeds brilliantly in other dimensions of his project 1I would like to conclude by briefly discussing
some implications of his work for intellectual history and literary
analysis what then are some of the uses of the divided self in
the study of other thinkers many of laing s ideas are similar to
those of major thinkers who are at times less immediately clear than
laing he thus provides us with tools for understanding their
thought jeanpaul
jean paul sartre s conceptual universe in being and
nothingness for example is far more abstract his argument more
dense than laing s but sartre like laing describes a world of
alienation in which the consciousness of the other is experienced as
a paralyzing death ray a world in which there is a dichotomy between an external viscous reality for sartre the en soi and an
inward realm of negative freedom and transcendence the pour soi
in my
iny experience with being and nothingness sartre s universe was
more comprehensible after 1I had read the divided self than

before 19
laing divided self p

190
As the following passage from between existentialism and marxism illustrates
sartre seems aware of the affinity between his philosophy and laings psychiatry
psychoanalysis can explain the motivation of someone who acts out his drama but
the acting itself which interiorises surpasses and preserves the morbid motivations
within the unity of a tactic the act which gives a meaning to the meaning conferred
psychoanalysis
analysts have not bothered to take account of this why not
on us hitherto psycho
because it would mean reintroducing the notion of the subject
but in england and
italy a new generation of psychiatrists are seeking to establish a bond of reciprocity
between themselves and those they are treating without abandoning anything of the
immense gains of psychoanalytic knowledge they respect above all in each patient
their millaid
mislaid freedom to act as subjects and as agents appp 20405
204 05

stre
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another thinker whose ideas laing can help clarify is emile
wurkheim
wurkheim
Dur kheim durkheim
Dur kheim is convincing in his treatment of the structural
durkheim
causes of pathology in modern society as we might expect he is
more sketchy in his discussion of the psychological manifestations
of social breakdown we have seen that laing s strength is his
wurkheim
ability to map the abnormal personality in depth but durkheim
Durkheim
devotes several pages of suicide to his model of the psychology of
egoistic suicide what is interesting is that this model is strikingly
similar to laing s description of the schizoid split between inner
and outer experience as the following passage from suicide shows

in revulsion from its surroundings consciousness becomes self
and undertakes as its main task self observation
preoccupied
if it consciousness individualizes beyond a certain point if it
separates itself too radically from other beings men or things it
finds itself unable to communicate with the very essence of its
normal nourishment and no longer has anything to which it can
its only remaining object of thought is its inner
apply itself
nothingness and the resulting melancholy 20

here the divided self can help

kheim s
durkheim
Dur
us grasp certain of wurkheim
ideas that are important to his argument but which he does not
develop extensively
laing may also prove useful to intellectual historians in the same
way freud has for example the divided self might serve as the
basis for a psychobiographical
psycho biographical study of a key thinker in this case

soren kierkegaard walter lowrie has shown that kierkegaard
was driven further and further into inwardness by the demands of
a severe protestant upbringing and by repeated rebuffs from other
people at one point lowrie argues that kierkegaard s various
pseudonyms might be the expression of a fragmented self that developed in response to overwhelming tensions and frustrations 21
but lowrie s analysis is incomplete at best it suggests questions that
might be profitably answered from laing s point of view what
for example were the dynamics of kierkegaard s attempt at inner
transcendence in what ways did his inwardness develop in response
to perceived threats from without could schizophrenogenic
childhood experience be found partially to explain this process
what as precisely as possible was the relationship between
kierkegaard s inward retreat and his broken love affair with
kheim suicide trans john A spaulding and george simpson new
wurkheim
durkheim
emile Dur
york the free press 1951 p 279
walter lowrie kierkegaard 2 vols new york harper and brothers 1962
27
1927
1286 90 212 218 19
128690
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regina or the attack on him in the comic newspaper corsair

to

what extent was his thought an attempt to regain a lost immediacy
kierkegaard rejected the danish church for example because he
believed it to be the institutionalized essence of falseness and externa lity in what sense were crises in his life expressions of a need
ternality
to escape an inner nothingness the primary reason why laing
seems so well suited for use in a psycho
psychobiographical
biographical study focusing
on these and similar questions is that his main categories ontological insecurity inwardness the repudiation of a false external reality
and despair closely resemble many of the major themes of kierke
bierke
guards
gaards own life and thought
LITERARY CRITICISM

but the area in which 1I find laing most suggestive

is literary

on

the one hand 1I find that he helps me articulate my
intuitions about the modern literature 1I read in terms of a unified
adequately nuanced conceptual scheme on the other hand he
sharpens my awareness of key aspects of character and situation 1I
might otherwise have neglected or overlooked one instance of
a work to which a laingian
Lai ngian analysis could profitably be applied is
sartre s short story the wall a more obvious and difficult
example is fyodor dostoevsky s notes from underground
in the first faced with what karl jaspers has called a grenz
situation here execution by a firing squad the three main characters react to the threat of death by attempting to lose themselves
in an inner transcendence tbeybecome
they become abstracted hyperconscious
preoccupied with watching from a distance they watch themselves
each other and the stupid belgian doctor who comes to observe them
in the hours justbefore
just before they are to be executed in the words of the
Ibb ieta the condemned men become
first person narrator pablo ibbieta
three bloodless shadows drained of life and substance disoriented and alienated from everything outside themselves from this
inner perspective their own bodies seem strange unreal to them
tom
put out his hand and touched the wood bench cautiously
band quickly
as if he were afraid of something then drew back his hand
I1 too found that objects had a funny look
and shuddered
my body 1I saw with its eyes 1I heard with its ears but it was no
22
longer me
in the second dostoevsky s underground man is more patho
criticism

paul sartre the wall in existentialism from dostoevsky to sartre ed
jeanpaul
jean
walter kaufmann cleveland the world publishing company 1956 p 235
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logically unable to establish any meaningful relationship with himself or other people his experience is splitbetween
split
spilt between his daydreams
in which he is a hero on a white horse
wearing a laurel
wreath and his slavish efforts to conform outwardly to social conions 1 I merged fervently with the common pattern and with
ventions
vent
all my heart 1I feared any eccentricity in myself what he presents
to the world is not his true self but a series of deliberate disguises
As his hypocritical rejection of the prostitute lisa reveals his inner
isolation is tragic and final his melodramatic cliche ridden attempt
to shame her into respectability
love why dont you see that
it s everything it s a jewel a maiden s treasure that s what love is
1I
turns into a vicious repudiation of this posture of concern
want you to know that 1I was laughing at you
and im laughing
at you now
according to the underground man this incident
shows how 1I ruined my life because of moral decay in a corner
lack of proper surroundings estrangement from living things and
self centered nastiness in the underground
like many of the
people described in the divided self he is completely and finally
real ize himself to trust others enough to come out and
unable to realize
create a consistent honest identity 1 I not only did not manage to
become anything at all not
become nasty but 1I did not manage to tobecome
nasty not nice not crooked not honest not a hero not an insect 23
in conclusion 1I have argued that the key to laing s contribution
is his consistent first person approach to the problem of schizorenia insisting that schizophrenics be accepted as persons to be
ph
phrenia
listened to and understood instead of seen as objects to be manipulated laing has illuminated the subterranean depths of madness in
ways that have resulted in concrete gains for psychiatry as well as
other disciplines he himself has likened this confrontation with
madness to an unarmed descent into an underworld filled with
terrors that must be faced to be comprehended seen in this light
the divided self is more than a contribution to thought it is something of an heroic achievement as well
fyodor dostoevsky notes from underground trans serge shishkoff and ed
ap 5 124 116 42
robert G durgy new york thomas Y crowell co 1969 pp

psychology of dream fantasy imagination and
54 for laings
laines incisive analysis of thepunishment
see R D laing self and others
memory in dostoevsky s crime and
145 53
new york pantheon books 190
1969 pp
ap 4652
46 52 14553
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